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T H E  B O A T  O F  T H E  F U T U R E



We are voyagers in spirit,
explorers at heart.

Riding high above the waves
and into the unknown.

Through sustainability and innovation,
we reimagine the power of movement.

We build and embrace the challenge to
create what never existed.

Explore what was overlooked.

New waters spark our imaginations
and nurture our souls

Revolutionizing waterways,

Transforming into new highways for
human connection,

Shaping new frontiers and searching
for a new world beyond the shore.

The ocean blue is calling.
There is a freedom yet to be explored,

discovered, and pioneered.

Adventure awaits.



RIDING HIGH ABOVE THE WAVES 
AND INTO THE UNKNOWN 
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The Boat of The Future

N30 is America’s first and the world’s longest range 
fully electric hydrofoiling boat.

Going against conventional wisdom, we have 
designed a boat that delivers electric operation 
without sacrificing on performance and utility.

INTRODUCING N30
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INNOVATION ON THE WATER
Pioneering Technology

N30 is undoubtably the most advanced electric marine vessel 
built to date. 

To achieve 75 nautical miles of range, N30 minimizes drag using 
twin hydrofoils to lift the boat four feet above the waves. HIRO, 
Navier’s proprietary operating system, lies at the core of N30 
and knits sensors with software to deliver an effortlessly smooth 
ride. Eliminate range anxiety as you plan your trip seamlessly and 
embrance advance manuverability with one click autodocking and 
joystick control. 

Despite the advanced technology, flying N30 is simple for any 
marine enthusiast and delivers a sporty yet effortless dirving 
experience, keeping the captain squarely in charge - if they so 
desire.

Dual Marine Display
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PRESERVING OUR 
LAKES AND OCEANS
Driven by Sustainability

At Navier we are dedicated to freeing lakes, 
oceans, and waterways from fossil fuel 
pollutants. We lead with an understanding of 
our collective responsibility to transition the 
planet to a clean, livable future. 

N30 brings you closer to the magic of the 
ocean and empowers you to explore with 
minimal sound or shoreline impact to our 
world’s waterways. 



LUXURY PAIRED WITH 
PERFORMANCE
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Explore in Comfort

At 30 feet, N30 offers configurations for every day 
on the water. Feel at home in the spacious interior, 
designed for quiet relaxation as well as entertaining 
your guests. Experience the pinnace of comfort as you 
fly above the waves and enjoy conversation without 
the roar of an engine. 

In complete serenity, embraced by plush seating and 
meticulously crafted interiors, N30 transcends your 
expectations for a day of marine adventure. 



Cork Decking

Bow Seating & Stowable Table





ADVENTURE AWAITS
Beyond The Shore

Step back from the world and escape to the sea. Let Navier 
bring you closer to the horizon and become an explorer at 
heart. 

The N30 is made for all who crave freedom on the water.



Adventure awaits.

#N30 



#N30 
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N30
The N30 base model is a feat of engineering and performance and comes 
fully equipped for your recreational boating needs. Upgrades and additions 
are available to fully customize your boat of the future.

Length  

Beam 

Draft

Passengers

30 ft

8.8 ft

2/5.5 ft

8 people

SPECIFICATIONS

Cruising 

Take Off

Top Speed 

Max Range

20 knots

15 knots

35 knots

75nm (86mi)

Twin 90kW
Electric MotorsPropulsion Charging

Shorepower
(Overnight @240V)





INSPIRED BY LEGACY
Technology Meets Bold Design

N30 is steeped in rich American boat building heritage. 
Our first vessels were developed in partnership with 
The America’s Cup and Lyman Morse boatyard in Maine, 
where we combined unique, modern, luxury-class 
craftmanship with attention to detail and Silicon Valley 
technology. Navier is a venture backed company led by a 
team of MIT, Berkley and CMU graduates with experience 
in aerospace, maritime, autonomy and robotics. 

All N30 vessels are designed and assembled in California.
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#N30 
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#N30 
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Y O U R  F U T U R E  A D V E N T U R E  I S  E L E C T R I C



N30 OPEN
Warm Weather Cruise

Embrace the freedom of the open water and 
discover a world of excitement under sun.  
Designed for recreation in mind, the N30 Open 
is built for making memories with friends. 

N30 HARD TOP
Tropical Exploration

Embark across the seas with your N30 Hard Top.
This is a vessel for adventure, whether you love
watersports or just a day docked enjoying the
water. It’s time to discover the undiscovered.



Extended Battery (75 nm)
Premium Surround Sound System
Dual Marine Display
Depth Sounder

Fast Charge
Full Head
Marine Grade Electric Fridge
Radar

HIRO - Proprietary User Software
Bow Seating
Bow Stowable Table
Deck & Interior Lighting

Stern Seating
Temperature Controlled Cabin
Cabin Retractable Table
Underwater Lighting

All Weather Cushions
Cabin Couch behind helm
Cork Decking
Front & Rear Cameras

Autodocking
Sunshade

Premium Configuration
Standard + $225,000

Extended Battery (75 nm)
Cabin Sound System
Dual Marine Display
Depth Sounder

HIRO - Proprietary User Software
Bow seating
Bow stowable table
Deck & Interior Lighting

All Weather Cushions
Cabin Couch behind helm
Cork Decking
Front & Rear Cameras

Base + $100,000
Standard Configuration

Single Display, Standard Battery (45 nm), Navigation Lights, Bilge Pumps, Hatches, Cleats, Carbon 
Fiber Hydrofoils, Fully Electric Propulsion System, HIRO (Proprietary User Software), Joystick Docking

Base
Configuration

YOUR BOAT, YOUR WAY

Mythos
Black

Ibis
White

Silver
Metallic

Shadow 
Gold

Additional configurations may be available upon request.

Base: $375,000

Open

Base: $550,000

Cabin

Base: $450,000

Hard Top

N30 CABIN
All Season Utility

Enjoy the wonder of the water in style on your 
N30 Cabin. An enclosed craft with modern 
interior seating and lighting. With cutting-edge 
autonomy, it’s time to be in charge of your 
comfort.



1680 Viking Street 
Alameda, CA 94501

Info@NavierBoat.com
www.NavierBoat.com

CONTACT

#N30 We are voyagers in spirit,
explorers at heart.

@NAVIERBOAT



Adventure awaits.


